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Abstract
Jumping in Quickly

IsBest examines the expectations that women and men have

for themselves and each other. These moments of unveiled expectations happen
in bars, in bed, while listening to George Jones, slapping another layer of make-up
on. In these moments the common phrases and conversational style of the poems
allow the characters to open up within the language and therefore to the reader.
The characters with this language then have no problem asking for directions to
Winnemucca or ordering another beer, and the reader is sitting right there in the
next barstool over, listening and humming to the music. It is the people in these
places, the music, the sight of the falling sun and their reaction to what is
expected of them that lead to moments of discovery and self-reflection.
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Grocery Rodeo
She likes to go later
in the night, 10 or
11, when her make-up
has faded to a shell
pink and dusty sky
blue, when the store
lights darken before
unwrapping her. This time
of night, most people
look for quick eats—
frozen burritos or left
overs from the deli—
but she can move through
aisles, around displays
of low fat bleu cheese
and collections of Reno
dice key chains and
miniature roulette wheels.
Before leaving, she sits
at the slot machine near
the entrance, slips two
fives and imagines cherries
maybe an orange, thinks
win but leaves the way
she came in only this time
loaded with new auburn
hair color and two bottles of
Johnny Walker Red, one
for each five she gave away
still thinking win.
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Superstructure
A long shower lifts your body
from diesel, sawdust, rouge of grease.
I feel steam seep under the bathroom door
to our bedroom where I smell your work:
boom trucks laying king posts for the framework,
a jib swinging left to right, right to left.
I think about you at the sitefilling the building with wale brackets:
steel beams that brace a wall,
fit tongue and groove joints,
climb up and down a metal ladder
laid against the frame and how
you're afraid of heights and love it
when I write your name on your lunch bag.
But when we are in bed,
fingers trace breast to hip, hip to thigh,
your other hand softly pocketed,
callused velvet, under my neck
telling me about the new keyhole router
how the earthmover runs back and forth
that I wonder about you building,
landing your blueprint in my room.
Your hands could run breast to belly,
top to side, around the edge of working fluids
where you press your ear to hear a beat,
to hear our structure moan, something more
than grape stakes and green lumber
but a sweep of your eyes to the floor
and a soft "no" from your rough lips
halts the project and breaks nothing.

When I Love the F-250 More Than the Man
Two hours from Winnemucca,
Jason stops for gas in Carlin: a
tired town draped with dust,
thriving mini mart with lighters,
key chains and diesel for 98 cents.
I want to move over, take the steering
wheel, drive to Battle Mountain,
take a left onto the 305 to Vegas
where an all-night haul would punch
through Spanish ochre to a sable sky.
The V-8 XLT wouldn’t complain
about bare feet glimmering fresh
from sandals that push 75 to an easy
90, or Buck Owens taking me down
and out of town before the falling sun.
Windows down, cigarettes here and there,
big rigs, crawlers, doublewide trailers
fly in the rear view, I can catch their eyes
landing on this steel blue super cab. I can
catch them eyeing the ash hit their engines
Two hours from Winnemucca,
Jason hands me a soda, wintermint gum and points with his
right hand to my sandals, as if
signaling a turn.
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Accent
You say, "Say it again."
"Again." And you laugh
a deep German roll
that drifts across the Black Forest
and into a wooden clock
made by your father's hands, then
tell me, "Sounds like Texas or
one from Kentucky."
You slide your hand between
my crossed legs, I see myself
lying on your stone wall, German border,
rocks upon rocks built on your birthday
that keep those in and others out.
I fall over to the side, the East
where my voice slips between the cracks
and you only hear my tiny screams
after a night of sticky sweat,
drenched as if drowning in the Danube.
You lie on me now,
heavy like the Rhine bleeding into the North,
with hands that lift and raise my body,
hands that work rubber black grips,
lift Jeffery Pines, steel towers,
and strangle any trace of a Georgia peach
until I can only whisper
Ich bin instead of I am.
I lift the beer to my lips,
sharp numbness laces my throat
and I wonder how many rivers,
Bavarian foothills, seaport shipyards
I must crawl across to feel
your foreign tongue
say my name.
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After the Bar Closes Past Springwood Lane
In the back of his truck,
the plastic bedliner persuades
itself into my skin through jeans
even through the blanket he
laid out hours ago after we
left Charo’s Wings and Things.
With a half rack of Natural Ice gone,
tossed cans lay beside the truck in woods,
others stand in the comer of the truck bed
waiting to spill— drained in the slots
his hands find the curve of my thigh
to breast and back down to leg.
His sticky fingers curl in my hair
to George Jones calling from inside
the cab while his five o’clock shadow,
hairbrush, scrapes my face and if
his moustache were any rougher
I’d bleed. Kisses run deep under skin.
I steady myself against the toolbox
and feel the can of chew roll to the side,
stale beer, tequila, chicken fried steak
fill my mouth and the world sways slightly
drunk, a bit rodeo, tilt-a-whirl, F-150,
a dance under the workingman’s stars.

In the Sands
3 a.m. and Whiskey Ridge just started
their second set. This place is fuller
than the office and the people still
look the same—bored, tired, trying
to impress someone. As she walks by,
her tray rattles and the money pouch sits
close to her breasts, normally I say no
but instead I ask for another
and tell her that this time
I am paying with quarters that rained
down off of two cherries and a win.
Johnny Walker in a dirty cup
is half empty but my hand
cannot let go. I need something
in my hand that is half asleep
on the table that hides in shadows
that rise from slot machines—red
and orange men in the Sahara Desert,
long striped cloth flows from their heads
where underneath, their black curly
hair hides from the sun, the heat
that turned their skin to darker
shades from generations. The camels
wait for the sign, a motion
to move for their trip across the
desert where they prepared
and stored their water in themselves.
The cloth from the turbans
barely touches the camels
cold from the wind.

Jumping in Quickly Is Best
I tell him about Shakespeare at the lake
and how after the play we stripped
in shadows, threw our shorts, sandals,
our clothes in piles, ran to the water
and swam, released sand between toes.
I tell him about summer nights,
we would drive to King’s Beach,
swim to the tourists’ docked boats,
climb to the highest point, hiding,
and jump off into blue-black water.
I tell him about the goosebumps,
how the heart races, stop to start,
how the cold night water, late night
swim, makes me feel younger,
and slightly dangerous.
I tell him about touching another in the water,
feeling his warm skin, dove, maybe
bone color, and how when we press close
we create warm pools of water, hot springs,
in the tiny gaps between our bodies.
But tonight, after the sky turns casino
pink, four miles past Pyramid Lake,
when he asks what it’s like, it’s hard to say.

Poor Steal at Jose Miguel’s
The waiter said he’d call the police, the wave
of one finger falling from the knuckle,
outside the cafe, across from the beach,
the cactus painted walls crescendo
brazen to patina against a sun that surrendered
to dark terra cotta, the ocean broke to blemish.
In a moment, the blanket was around her
sandals, dust gathered fallow, soft expensive
leather hit the blanket, the clink of metal
bracelets as her arms say she doesn’t care,
maybe ten American she’d pay, her bravado caroused
those finishing burritos, a taco, big, sour cream.
The waiter said it belonged to the restaurant,
he’d pay for it if she didn’t give it back. Under
the canopy, skies took to bluebonnet to blueberry
where her knee lashed silk skirt, orchid rose,
tiny daisies lapped around the edges. Two
dogs watched, hoped for scraps, fell asleep.
My friends coaxed me to leave, find a bar
where two for ones would lead to tequila
sunrises and bay breeze, so I walked away
tucking the earring that almost fell, back into place
and wiping dust off soft expensive leather
slowly crushing a beetle as I stepped back down.
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Blush
It isn’t exactly orange
but I can call it that
for you. Wait, I have
to grab...ok, I’ve got it.
Now, oh yeah, not exactly
orange, no, not carrot or
apricot, tangerine, but something
like oranges and cherries together.
Begonia
It sets around 3:20.
We won’t have to wait
for it like that vacation
in Cabo. Yes, I remember
the cruise where you spilled
the red drink. Oh, God, it
was all over my shirt. But
you still owe me money
for that bet you lost. No, hang
on...I have to grab a pencil.
Flamingo
So when do you get in...
yeah, remember the book
from Derek and Craig...they
said it would be on the kitchen
table...No, I am not doing it again,
again, ok, I’m touching my
lips with a finger, yes, they are soft.

Painting for George
I started with blue
a thick layer that
made the canvas
an oil ocean, middle
ocean, swimming,
swelling, up and down
on crests of waves,
an underwater current.
This was the wall,
ultramarine mixed
with Prussian blue,
of the bathroom
where she could
plant her feet.
Perfect pink feet
that had runs of
orange and hot red
in her skin.
I had oil-stained hands
and he hated it
So I painted another:
a portrait of a geisha
in long orange golden
robe with scarves
flowing to one side
and parade to the other,
black hair in brass sticks,
a perfect pillow
George hated them both,
said too much blue
and the pink is not
the real color of skin,
and why does one foot
have four toes and the other five.
Don't you ever care what people
will think of you and your
so called art, of you?

Oil on Canvas
1. Green Target
The only green
I can think of is grass
green. The kind next
to gas stations where
manicured garden
lawns are worth more
than super unleaded.
Once, I slept on grass
in a park where my
mother still called the man
she slept with “husband.”
I woke with lines tattooing
across my legs, arms, bands
scored wild cherry across
my face. The man my mother
slept with who wanted me
to call him “father,” laughed,
pointed with cigarette ash
falling from between his lips,
hiding teeth that could be
a shade of, but not exactly.
2. Tango
It wasn’t a dance really
but the Midnight Mine’s
jukebox crowded with
quarters, played Hank
Williams’ “Take These
Chains from My Heart,”
and his hands let go
of Maker’s Mark walnut
stock floating with clear
honeycombed ice. He
must have been a wood
carver, angling a chisel
past ginger knots and around
hazel grains to form one solid
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flowing line from the beginning
to end of a ripe trunk.
3. Trigger
I can’t say I’d ever ridden
a ladybug so fast down
the hallway of your mother’s
house, through long beads
that hung between the
kitchen and the narrow
hallway that connected
your room and the rest
of the house which was
locked half the time and
half the time not locked
but your mom said it was
ok to ride it since you
were not home yet
I thought it would be ok.
I hope it is ok?
I think it is ok since your mom
was home and the door unlocked
and slightly opened, more just
a peep, but I didn’t go all the way
in.
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Origami Beer
I t ’sabout the creases,
says Erica; she waves her hand,
as long as you don
the paper you ’re ok.

’t t e

a

r

Initial folds are the easy part
like throwing down the first twenty,
pitcher and a half of the cheap stuff,
leave a good tip first time around.
The crane was simple to start with—
blue bend, crinkle diagonal
faint hint of a crooked neck
to the flutter of the wings— full sail.
Foam hoops relax in the glass,
cut in circles layering each sip
down to the bottom where the warm
lager lingers and dark hops rest.
Collapse this in, yeah like that
wait, pull that ear up and in
no, up and then in. Did you know
her boyfriend’s eyes are different colors?
Blue paper jack-knifes under my fingerprints,
Side-to-side embraces the comers to create the mouth.
This one has teeth and a fedora—carnivore with
flattering fashion, line pleats across the body.
But the neck is too large—open wide,
folded wrong, a mistake, chunky choppy
like the beer hanging on the paper
changing a spot from blue to green.

Why I Think Richard Ford Is Sexy
While Independence Day rests
on its back, Richard Ford
leans an elbow on his leg
cupping his ear and tilting
his head slightly to the side.
And I look at this picture often
touch lackluster worn cover
where lux marqueed his caption
“Fiction/Literature” black block
letters above a rectangular box.
This is the easy part of our
relationship; we already have
routines of a look, a gaze
into my eyes as if we
were in Madagascar counting
Luna moths against cool palm leaves.
My hand leans against
his chest where my thumb
has left its mark, slowly
it rises and he looks away
without ever blinking an eye.

Fucking Bukowski
If I could fuck him now
I would and
I’d drink with him
down a factory line
shot for shot
single malt scotch
and talk about
a platoon of ugly palominos
and that everyone is ugly
and we’d fuck at his house
wake up and fuck again,
firecracker to a fuzz,
maybe I’d like it
when his curled finger
wrinkled like his dick
played Hide-N-Go-Seek,
fatty pinky packing,
poppycocking my way
to a fake paycheck.
I was told to play like
the greats and I’d be great
so I fuck the classics
pinup girl who licks Spanish Fly
so I finger the old man,
suck his words full throat
la la la la la
mmm mmm mmm,
gag them to the top,
for an advanced copy,
an old bulldog edition
or is it just old shit
in a new voice,
a fairyland of shit,
a harem, concubine,
a game of hide the salami
in old shit.
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A Letter To Jean Paul GaultierIn regards to your Summer 2000 Collection
I’m a fan of yours
I’ve never worn your clothes
hats a little too clustered
twigs plume tower of cameos
skirts a little too accessorize
bells spurs glitter crowns
but I love your perfume
wear it every day even before I go to bed
what I really want to know
is if you are considering
a new line for the women in Alaska
our runway is the cereal aisle of Fred Meyer
or Chignaki Pond in Matanuska
I’ve only got a pair of bunny boots white
a Carhartt jacket borrowed
from my pipeline boyfriend
who I met at Ivory Jacks
I was wearing your perfume
but we aren’t together anymore
are you considering a new line
I mean the Winter 99 Collection
had a Mexican feel and inspiration
in red, green, and white
how about a native Alaskan theme
felt boot with stiletto heel 4 to 6”
parkas with ruff peacock panache
Mukluks embroidered with garnet and opals
polar fleece peek-a-boo bra
and a rosary to fit over Gore-Tex gloves
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High Heels On Permafrost
I’ve never liked the small ones,
thin poles that reach high to carry
dainty women that poke holes through
weathered hard pack hiding fireweed
for months. These flagpole supports click
down aisles of frozen meatloaf dinners
but out on the street they are ladies
looking for work in the falling dusk
of a Fairbanks’ night full of the hungry.
I’ve always liked the big heel,
the kind that carries me instead
of it and the sound it makes, clunk
across permafrost to morning sunrise
that opens to fields of covered coltsfoot,
rhubarb waiting for a sign of breakup.
So now under pink cream light, I step, press
wild strawberry into a fighting position
instead of submission.
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Ash and Slate on the Kenai Peninsula
I’d like to buy Jason a gas grill,
one that ignites on call—touch flame
auburn charcoal gives the fake expression
like a cowardly twinkle of a spark
of a drained pocket bound lighter.
This grill, painted stainless, sits
outside the Kenai River full of reasonable
sockeye salmon. They fall in hidden
holes, dug out from endless flows
of sediment that piles in and out.
If Jason can find them, maybe artic char
or cutthroat trout, dug out, called from
their tomb, trading places with sand, remains
of others, would they see the bait floating
in a lead sea of dove smoke?
Swim in the river, Jason. I see
the fish. I can’t call them all by name
but their home— either ocean or this
small waterway—could be here in the
Cook Inlet, maybe even all the way to
Tumagain Arm.

Forrest Dances While Ben Pays in -23
His lower leg at most moved
side to side, like a pendulum
in a straight line, but that didn’t
catch my eye. I saw Forrest’s
arms and the way he sang Captain
& Tennile, Muskrat Love, reached
across an empty conference room
more than the flood of Styrofoam
cups half empty, some stained plum
by bulk Merlot and designer lipstick.
But tonight I wait in my car for Ben
while -23 blinks marigold from the bank
and the motor running, low on oil,
rattles, revealing smoke, a low
hover above the bone ice parking lot.
The high defrost dims the headlights.
I see Ben inside giving a twenty
taking a five, reaching for the book.
His hand barely touches the woman but it
is there. I see it. He pushes the door open,
mouths words I don’t understand. But
all I see is the breath of words that I
should have known by now or is it the
cold motor warming up?

Outhouse Safari or Odyssey
I wonder how deep
how long before it
discovers that “something”
in Fairbanks’ permafrost
at the bottom, I really can’t see.
How many blocks before it hits
and even then it must fall a century
longer for it is always on a journey
down, always moving like steelhead
in forest streams, crawl from large to small.
This decomposing, rotting, no,
not like that, gift giving, I took
the loganberries, red Windsor
cheese from the table, the kind
of cheese that loosens in yawning
mouth.
And I give it back. A Christmas wait,
stickman’s reach for lost bets, all on red,
black alder to eclipse— for small parts,
a body to find the jigsaw fit, falling in
the curve, like remember when you said
you would drive me home except that my
house is too far from yours.
Remember when you said that.

Skinner Drive’s Skyline
In every outhouse is a tower
that rivals the biggest in New York.
Icy months that hardly say hello
to 25 or just above freezing capture
what I lose from Thai takeout, too
many carbs, case of beer for under
fifteen, assorted frozen dinners
that taste better with soy sauce.
The tower becomes a garbage can
encircled by two pairs of moose track’s
calling cards, a recycling dumpster
for a process I don’t understand.
Strong enough to take a slam from
a Louisville Slugger or a tire iron
from the back of the truck, it is
unbreakable, unable to lose
focus like the windbum from Tok.
It aches up my face to eyes that can’t
forget the sight of all I have thrown
away. Even when closed, those blinking stars
signal against the jet black night on a pile
of hungers lifting from the pit well below sunlight’s
range.
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Plastic Dinosaurs Worth As Much As Framed Photos of Dan
I’ve tried twice to throw them away: last
time I moved and the minute after Dan left
me, but plastic red dinosaurs with a spiky
range of russet tops remained on the table
while a photo of Dan and I played tag
with a miniature Chinese vase.
When the neighbor kid comes by,
he wants to play with them, seen them
before when his mom came by with a six
pack and cigarettes, her time to talk
and his to lie on the carpet, a make
believe forest where giant lizards
stand under a canopy coffee table,
waterfalls of beads take dirt off
their backs from a day of hunting.
Now, the neighbor kid wants them,
to let them sit in snow, feed off
the food snowshoe hares find, but I
won’t let them go, not unless it’s a package
deal: a new landscape where dinos
romp over a glass lake, and photos
that are not worth burning are turned upside
down, make a perfect sheet of milk
weed white ice, not worth breaking.
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Late May to Mid June
Outside, the temperature barely
lifts above fifteen, but the sky
lies a huckleberry blue, a promise
of melting snow from black spruce
and misguided steps to the outhouse.
On these clear days, Skinner Drive’s
hardened snow pack road tames tires
into grooves, and the sun halfheartedly
frees roofs—rumble down to giant
suitcase size blocks: frozen and unclaimed.
But there must be something underneath
the eggshell carpet that breaks like
the crust over the cotton ball flakes.
There must be germinating sprouts waiting
for breakup of woven snow strings locked.
Because even now in Deconstruction Bay,
the Orchids and Ladies Slippers begin
to find their routes to the sun while the Fairbanks’
flora—thick rooted Alpine Bearberry and
Arrow leaf Coltsfoot won’t wake till full thaw.
They wait until permafrost ground soaks what the sky
threw away all winter: gifts that last a few weeks
until these tundra plants have seen enough. They want
to fall asleep again.
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Coup de Grace on Skinner Drive
It was a dance
of the highest form,
snowshoed acrobat ballet
leading cartwheels
in morning mists,
lifting its own body
from frozen ground.
I hadn’t expected
long hind limbs
fetching giant circles,
ballooning ciseaux, leaps
to a fast paced Debussy
Clair deLune on my road,
on my way to work.
The leg was broken,
hit by the truck in front,
upstaged frost sashayed
as if thrown by the tires,
roses from a hungry audience
waiting for a pirouette,
fifth position, the coda.
I had never seen white
tossed so high. I have seen
the arm of a prima reach
towards Avalon which
enchanted those who
never thought that skin
could actually be the color of snow.

Reading Music
Championed by long pulls
and pushes, his breath takes
the chords—C major, B minor—
and gives them back in
Funiculli-Funicula.
“I know you’ll like this one,”
he says while his fingers
hit white buttons pulling
the treble keyboard closer
and his fingers moving across
with a twirl, tap and dervish-—
furious, I think his fingers sweat—
on this lootspill or sanfona,
but his other hand pulls the bellows
wide and clear and then closes it
shut. The fan picks up and moves
down and up and then up and down.
The next push faster than the one
before, but I know the rhythm now.
This morning so full of light
that your eyes lift from
the music, slowly stroking
my leg and then to my eye
but back to the music just in time
like playing truth or dare where
I ask you if it is true that your
wife really does ask you to play
outside.
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Five Foot Five
I was in three-inch heels
black dress that kissed the floor
and clung to me like a peel
when I met you at the wedding.
My date found his old lover.
On the dance floor we swung
to synthesized 70’s disco
but when the tune turned slow
we left the floor afraid
of what we would look like
His cheek on my breast or
me hunched over to rest
my head on his shoulder.
We joked about giraffe and mouse
and kissed secretly in the kitchen.
Now we laugh at the difference
calling each other pet namesKing Kong and Tom Thumb
Jack and the Giant Beanstalk
He claims to get shorter, I taller.
I bend over to kiss him
He reaches up for my lips
we dance slowly by the couch
and I tell him
sizedoesn matter.
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Intermezzo Feet
It isn’t the shank
but the terminated end
where after the 6am downbeat
and extra catering encores—
red-eye gravy and mostacioli
fall on my ten soldiers—
they gather fontina, argula
a comicopious buffet for light
but rich appetites.
When the armor is thrown, sandals
tossed outside the bedroom door,
the soldiers bath with grainy lavender
soaps, fill extra hydration lotion
between the layers of the day
between the toes, around the ball,
along the heel, under the nail.
But it’s the big toes that are the loudest,
and they would know, for their
breath at the coda of the day, the ache
moving from one end of my body
to the top of my forehead, is the only intermission
before another ray hits the toes to begin the
roundelay.

Beau Jocque and So Far Away from Wildrose, Wisconsin
I heard about them at Tipitina’s the night before
where Chubby Carrier and the Bayou Swamp Band
played and where a man whispered in my ear “Is this yours?”
a bra, my bra dangled in his hands, “Why, yes it is.”
I found Beau and the Zydeco Hi-Rollers the next night at the Maple Leaf,
Beau’s low rumble with the squealing accordion
baited my feet, mostly my body to swing—this way and that
off to the side, back to the center, to the front, out the back.
I landed on the balcony where a man whispered “Babushka,
I’ve got a bankroll.” We ate alligator pie, catfish almondine,
poulet fricassee then back to the Leaf to fandango, do-si-do
all the while my tutu kept sliding down to my bare feet and black dirt.
Back in Wildrose, at Roz’s Fried Things, I find the night
not as warm, wet with one sheet or fuzzy horns, Creole accents
breathing into my ear whisky stained and watering for more movement
but the jukebox hums George Jones and I order a mint julep
and slip off my shoes.

Eating Steak
I’ve was a vegetarian once
for less than a year. My
boyfriend was vegan and told
me how good it would be
and how good I would feel
and that killing animals was so
bad and look at how much better
you feel.. .can you feel it? Can you?
Rice cakes, tofu, cous cous
baked not fried, whole grain
that I bagged at a store, using a scoop
instead of a box with directions on it,
rice, beans, kidney, lima—
1 started wearing clothes made
of hemp and unbleached cotton,
whistled to folk and country,
my hair grew longer, I called the
Earth, mother, gaia, terra land.
Tonight, I cook a steak—
a Porterhouse, sauteed in soy,
sesame oil and lemon juice.
In the oven, the edges
turn darker brown and
rivers of red run down into
the broiling pan. I think about
my old boyfriend and wonder
how anyone could dump
me on Earth day.
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Copybook Scone
Add two eggs next,
fold their tiny bodies
into a silver bowl,
flour, sugar, two
teaspoons of soda,
a thumbnail of salt.
Next, vanilla, bourbon bom,
half cup of slivered almonds,
a wallet full of cherries—
waxen rubies.
Against a beckoning sink,
stainless bowls filled with
dough, wall to wall chit chat
of morning radio, scoop
eleven ball—perfect discrepancies—
to fitted parchment paper.
In the oven—350 should be right—
let them rest on the middle rack
between sugar cookies and a full
sheet pan of cinnamon roll.
Let them flower as morning
unwraps, as a red apron fills with flour.

Twice As Much As Ground Sirloin
The butcher claimed this is the best
he could do: a two-pound mound
wrapped in brown paper, S.W.A.K.
white label, it cost only seven dollars.
I turned towards endives and chard, back
for half-and-half and then to Gouda.
It was hard to resist your want
for flightless bird, through Sunday beer
after the post game show, you coiled,
coaxed deliberation of how does one
season a bird that runs 70 mph? Is it
ginger? Is it saffron? flaxseed, ginger?
But I left the list somewhere between
the seltzer and Thousand Island,
sitting on a shelf. I traced my way through
shopping carts, pumpkin orange coupons,
and I wondered what someone might say
if they found a list with ostrich on it.
That’s what I remember most, how the list
with onions, peppers, largest living bird,
half rack of Molson, could possibly find
Its way to someone else. Would they
finish it off, shopping with hands
that touch different salad dressings, checking?
Your car passed mine the other day. I waited
at the stoplight, you turned and I followed.
I wanted to know which street you parked on,
if it is empty unless you’re there, and if once
and a while, do you happen to turn around,
turn to find someone looking for you.

Eating Eggs
I know he was in jail
when Cool Hand Luke
ate fifty in an hour. He
took one at a time into
his mouth and then
another. By mid thirties
his face changed to
thirst, I disbelieved
his endurance, the
jail crowd cheered
him down the rest
of the numbers.
I don’t buy eggs.
My fridge has made
room, a starting gate of two
rows deep that remind
me every few weeks
that I should fill, I
should watch for
when turf conditions
are good and odds run
in favor that the eggs
loosen and gallop down
the track, hitting full speed,
their legs disappear ahead
and necks ripen to a straight
line. The men in the
stands cheer for a winner,
place exacta bets and
end up tearing the tickets
and throw them to a pile
of white clouds, a pile
of potential.
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30
My grandma claims that this is the time
when things will fall into place for me.
This is when her image of my thirties
becomes clearer and focused, a bloom.
I’ll have a cute apartment in Santa Rosa
with a pool and a workout room where
my boyfriend and I’ll go to after work. I’ll
carry a small pale orange towel in with me.
We’ll think about having kids but only
after a bankroll of frequent flyer miles
to Greece and Chile because he loves
churches that are built out of pain.
I’ll experiment with Thai cooking and
take belly dancing from the Y . He’ll
say he likes it. He’ll say this is great.
I will say I like it.
I’ll say this is great.
But this night, I sit in a small cabin among
paper birch and snowshoe hare tracks, taking
down cheap Canadian beer under wet hair
with every light out except for the porch beam.
This is the night that Dusty Springfield whispers
“The Look Of Love” with husks that I don’t get.
This is the night that I am sure I should have
something, something I should have by now.
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Don’t Stop Before Chena Point Road
It’s hard to miss,
driving from Geist to here,
where two snowshoe hares
leave maps of mazes through
quaking aspen and ruts three
cars make down this road.
Straight for these parts,
more of an uneven,
lopsided drive that brings
eyes up to the surface where
paper birch, black cottonwood
stand and their lowercase branches
laugh looking down with frozen
crocheted fingers, on the lookout
for cradles of dry ground
patches, snow a pure white
never touched in these parts.
This I am sure you’ve seen,
where the crowns of trees
lantern an indigo turned peacock
night, the tree tops lengthen to a
shade darker than soft raven or
lampblack. But don’t stop,
even if the counterfeit looks
real tonight, drive here where
lapis blankets crease into the
couch, where a woman waits
for warmer weather.
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Klute Rented on a Friday Night
When his hand touched mine
I pulled it away, instantaneous
across yogurts back to my cart.
For that second, between tabloids and the exit
away from oranges, I touched someone.
That was months ago and tonight
I lie in bed feeling the top sheet
curve around my thigh and back to my foot—
a manuscripted night of idle lagers.
I watch Jane walk towards a john.
If I could only be her in floppy hats,
Persian orchided jumpsuits, drinking Tom Collins
with maraschinos dropped in for effect,
let my wicked ideas come to life,
sex in the room below, 1:45, damp night.
And I could let my breasts hang,
let a man touch me from all around,
neck to back, ear to leg, fixed manikin,
this arm up, this leg down, spin.
I’d be a bit freer than now.
I could tell a man that his only
responsibility is to tell me what to do,
maharishi dizzying dance loosen
and that when I know I’m good,
mantra, I know I’m good.
Like Jane, who knows she’s good,
tomorrow night on the plane, Seattle to San Fran,
when a strange man next to me drinks Beaujolais,
touches my hand by accident, I will let it lie
and greet his hand with chin chin.

To Those That Empty My Trash
When my moxie is rising
I throw away the excess:
memos for English 213 instructors,
emails on the male mastodon rebirth,
Sorry, I was late because ...
But what I really want to tell you
is that I’m sorry for the plastic liters
of soda, scrap paper with numbers,
cup of soup bowls, honey and lemon
packets, stray hairs, some are grey
but I stopped pulling them out—I
guess you pull one and get seven.
Taking those away made me feel
better, a little younger knowing
that my garbage is seen by someone
I never have.
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When Looks Can Be Replaced
I’ve seen a pale yellow
pillowcase painted raw
umber and ice blue by
mascara under eye shadow
that tightened to cotton.
Those night masks
crouched under high
balls tainted cherry red
bought by a man who
left stained, but left.
These nights I invest
in expensive perfume—
Gucci, Arden, Chanel
taste my neck and
bracelet lines that taunt
rhinestones crowned by
ultramarine and wishful
wannabe rubies. It is
much easier to smell
sexy than to look it.
Some nights, I wear it to
bed when after beer and
wings at Captain Bartlett,
I find myself alone, but
the scent claims a better
night that might have
happened, if only I
had told a stranger who,
as if undercover, followed
his nose instead of his eyes.
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Snip
You said I looked better
when I had long hair, down,
swinging from side to side,
brown, dark mass thick to the touch,
hints of red that flickered in light.
You brushed my hair on the porch after work.
My mom could pull it
back so tight and fixed
it felt like my hair would
unhinge from all sides.
In front of the mirror, kneeling
before school, she brushed out
giant sleep knots, tugging,
pulling till I almost cried.
The French braid would fall
to the middle of my back, perfect all day,
an orange ribbon dangled from the end,
waved, drifted to my orders.
I wonder if it really matters,
if your hand misses the journey
through its road or is it me,
worried that you look at other women
long blonde, brown, red, black,
anyone who walks by free and lush.
But at night, I forget as you
run your thick fingers, through
short blocks of dirty hair, touch
my face, leave your fingers
gently tucked away, whispering.
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Too Short to Braid
I rode a giant ladybug from my room to kitchen
while rubber wheels rattled on hardwood
through dust bunnies missed by a broom.
Long wood beads hung between rooms
and washed across the red /black plastic body.
I played fort building with Marcel from downstairs
who took large mismatched sheets and covered
couches, tables, chairs pulled from other rooms.
Marcel was an angry jungle warrior from Africa,
I led an army of girl soldiers from a mystical island.
I watched my mom baste a turkey for Thanksgiving.
Her braids were long and hung down her breasts.
Jefferson Airplane rose from the living room
while her friends sat at a table covered by a purple tapestry.
Someone took a picture of me watching.
I rolled across Golden Gate Park on Sunday afternoons
on metal skates that fit over my shoes.
My mom would talk with friends on a checkered blanket.
Her hair was long, brown and it shined.
I made her braid my hair just like hers.
My mother has a small computer business
that runs out of my old bedroom.
Easy listening fills empty rooms, doorjambs bare.
Her holidays are spent at a client’s second house.
She gave me an 800 number for Christmas
and the framed photo of me watching.
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Floating Gold
Fat bloated, barely a week
old, bodies half in and out
of the cement pond in front
of the for sale/sold sign
of our house, their scales
were drying up from the heat
gold flakes scattered in the water
from the sun that pounded Daly City
August 21, 1979.
I waited for one to move,
use its fins to swim
from side to side, dancing
a fish dance, gold lame
drifting from fins, watching
the gills move in and out,
climbing down to the bottom
of my cement pond filled
with leaves weeks ago.
But their eyes, clouded grey
pearls, bulged out of their bodies.
I watched all seven hang lifeless
in the cement pond in front of the sign.
I was barely seven and sweated
my prayer,Make
thefish come back.
I dumped the whole can of food
glitter, tiny stars, black confetti
sequins for a rainbow wand
to make the gold found again.
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Dog Before Night
1. Maverick Street
Cars honk at you.
Your head lifts without looking,
legs take you to the driveway,
to the edge of there, where only
those who really know you, will
slow down.

2. Once He Had One in His Mouth
I don’t know how Maverick got on the deck
at least 20 steps
beside my shoes, three pairs that I let air
out, he lays his head towards me
and underneath blue jays nibble at left
over food, fly to firs, and dare not to
touch the bird feeder I just filled.

3. Trumpet Night
To make this easy
it’s what commodifies my dissent
what Ginsberg did to call Whitman
in a large grocery store
a forecast when the clouds
meet.
I can’t help the shouts
strong roars at the 11:30 light
Tahoe sky that cheers the dark
cape with q-tip lights,
a monster poncho with holes.
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To make this even easier,
Maverick barely moves
even as I give him one of
three pills, they are hidden by
Colby cheese, he takes them without
asking, no complaint just an open mouth
to fill
and feed.

Ornamental Kingdom
You’ve told me the story more than oncefive years ago, unranked at Caesar’s,
welterweight, you backpedaled
and roared a right, directed your opponent
to the ropes where a KO was issued, more
like a demand, that earned Golden Gloves
and a glowing belt that you took to
punching bag boys the next day.
These nights, a 7 o’clock bout, I water
the morning glories, mosquito kisses smack
ankles and my face, I expect it— red and never
a good freehand circle, outline of the Red Sea
or the rim of a waffle cone that grows in length and
height with each blow of fingertips.
But it’s the glories, tight, they ring-around-therosies, tall against the rock wall, low hanging
mountain ash, their thin ropes wrap around
latitude’s rungs, devoted branches that climb
to their church, high against granite and limestone. They
lean on each other, worship, drop back to their
land of Sheba.
They won’t open, I’ve never seen their petals, I suppose
blue, a ring of gold or is it red, but buds hold, they
assort space on the vine, an arm’s reach, but I still
soak their ground, wrap the green hose under the tire,
enough slack to reach others who have fallen to the easy
temptation to show off, brag of Bourdeaux, jonquil, violetta.
Your message tonight, you called to say
hey, red light, flash, warning but I decided
not to call, not to tell you of Maverick with a
stellar jay in his mouth, I took it away, threw
it with spading forks over the side of the hill.
You wouldn’t understand his disappointment,
you’ve never seen morning glories.

And The Alarm Will Go Off
The cat is not an option
in my house where a dog
can rest all day in the heat
of a Reno afternoon while
the swamp cooler tries.
Let the dog lift his head
at the sound of my shoes.
Let him stand at the sound
of two pairs across 80’s
Spanish tile kitchen floor.
He won’t beg because he
doesn’t have to. I’ll give
everything for a lick on my
hand and a bark of anyone
coming too close and a bite
for those that do.
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Palace Stud
He does a little bit of everything
even though I can’t see him
behind the chain linked fence.
Down in the pit—a germinating
crown in a valley where its people
resist royalty—Jason wears tool belts
that hang loose around hips, hips,
actually it’s his hands, tight around double-claws
and soft-faced hammers, hammer those 2x4sjust in time for the 9:30 break.
Load-bearing walls hide behind the white,
ball-and-socket, strike plate, groups of men
watch the crane uplift the last roof, topping
off the highest point, commemorating with flags,
an old T-shirt stuck behind the seat of the F-250
Extra Cab. Jason wears a harness beneath coveralls,
four stories up, he looks down, across the valley,
unleashes rigging, planting a yellow shirt high.
When he refills his coffee, he lays an extra dollar on
the counter. We talk about the fight, a drunk weekend,
and a secret girl he never mentions in front of me but
around, like a morning glory that twirls around anything
that reaches high, an infrastructure that holds it together,
skeleton that can’t be dismissed, but never seen.
A tiny piece of dirt or grease holds to his forehead
just beneath the green hard hat. I can barely see the
smudge except when he hits the sunlight and turns,
it becomes clear to me then and a bit later darker.
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Olsen Construction Crushers
They gather the way a cult does
in a clearing in a wooded forest
or a church picnic at a nice park.
But they come bearing the names
of real estate offices or local bars
carrying six packs and bags of bats.
I sit and watch your team on Tuesdays
with wives, girlfriends, children
who sit on silver metal benches
that rise to five rows high.
I bring beer, bug spray, pretzels
and small talk about the heat at work.
As a group, we cheer as they take the lead,
a pop-up, hung by a string, lands in gloves,
runners steal second, stealing praise, the
stretch of the first baseman to welcome
the ball, lean of the pitcher on dirt mound,
that crying of one child in the parking lot.
I think about you in left field, catching
balls shot from a black cannon, so easy,
so easy to yell like you belong
to me. Other girlfriends look to me
as if congratulations were in order. I
just want you to run to me after the inning.
I want you to play my game where
I steal around your body, stretch
my arms in the air, feel the lean
of my back and my hair that hangs
in your mouth, and listen to a stadium
filled cry of the underdogs winning.

Drawer Full of Condoms
It could have been anything
the Texan drawl, callused hands,
scratchy face with big dimples, the fact
that you can drive Komat'su dozer
landed you in my bed
the first night we met.
None of that matters now
cause you stayed long enough
to make my pillows smell like you.
Left your scent, marked your territory,
letting me know that I was owned.
At least there was a body in my bed.
But that was all you wanted
and you told me to call anytime
and I did— twice at three in the morning
and once after my Shakespeare class
and love in the afternoon is always good
at least that's when you like it.
You said I looked my best
when my mouth was around your cock
and that you needed my hair dangling
in your mouth when I rode on top of you
and that you coming all over my breasts
was the least I could do since I didn't swallow.
The least I could have done
was to call and tell you
it’s over; at least I didn't do that.

Countermeasures in Reno
Instead of dinner reservations,
I drive down South McCarran
to any small casino, Fitzgerald’s,
Biltmore, Gold Dust West, and sit
at a slot machine that wants something
from me, simple and forecasted, even
beneath the smoke and flashing daily doubles.
Loading max bets with change usually
reserved for a washer, I watch the spin
of red, orange, a little blue and green,
fresher and traditional so I order scotch
and listen for the clink of change and maybe
the sound of my bracelets hitting an arm
that might pay big tonight.
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First Date—I Decided on Black Instead of Red
I know it’s the way this skirt hangs
fingering the floor, a little rough
or is it the touch of rouge
slapped on my cheek?
My ex never liked me in black
or how tight this shirt cups my chest.
So what do you really do?
Yes, I ’ll have another.
Maybe it’s the way his eyes move
to the floor, a deep green bordered
by gold. As a fortuneteller, I know
the ending, a loud Fool’s Gold rattle.
Yeah, O.K., here
’smy number.
Seven long numbers hold tight
to the customer receipt already
lost. Thanks fo r dinner. Yeah, you too.

Two hours later
rain hauls down kitchen window
red lipstick perfect

Nubian Desert
We could have been anywhere
The Sahara, Gobi, the Salt
but we were between Winnemucca and Elko
and the Western States Annual Rodeo
caused you to speed 95 on a 70
pushing the mountains farther away
but you were in a hurry
and five hours late for check in
I sat far away and felt the seat take me.
so I considered this to be the Nubian
close to the Red Sea yet lies half in Sudan
and half in Egypt. Like this road and this
desert, half on one side and half
on the other, half movie, and
slide show on the deserts of Nevada.
Like you half a cowboy, bucking bronc
half a businessman who sells houses
outside of Reno. Duplexes and vintage.
This speed this seat this color red and orange
on a setting mountain, we are an hour away
from Elko, from a Red Lion Hotel and buckets
of beers, big hats and small ranches
click clank of quarters in hopes of a flush
and you who say “I’m half way ready to call it quits.”
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This Is the History You Know
It was past downtown Weed Heights,
Winnemucca, right past the turn for
Paradise Hill Pass where we drank
a Rusty Nail at your favorite local:
Leaps of Joy
1 part Scotch, 1 part Drambuie
on the rocks
This is your dinner, your family, a team
of soul mates who have worn barstools
to fit perfectly a match made somewhere.
You told me of bathtub gin, boot
leggers with pigtails of tobacco
—I didn’t believe, the sun had already
fanned across the Black Rock Desert,
turned ruby to faded rose in 20 minutes.
The men, you said, drove up from outside
Vegas, Indian Springs to Scotty’s
Junction up 376, moonshine, white
lightning in mason jars, or 31 gallon barrels.
Outside the bar, the desert runs miles
from Mt. Jackson to Hat Peak, your fingers
move across paper, hand roll shag, twist
of Virginian tobacco, neatly tucked into
a mouth that knows space for chewed chaw.
But this is it, a history that ends
in a dirt parking lot, sometimes
between barstools above shells,
sometimes when a day gives to gold
and white com whiskey.
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Ducati
It wasn’t the first time I’d been on a bike
but this was a Ducati from Bolonga. Red,
it shined like water, running across 1-80, color
of the desert at night right before sunset.
Halfway between Winnemucca and Battle Mountain
the seat earned my skin, each gearshift brought my body
closer to you where a moment before we gave in
the Ducati brought my hipbone to yours.
That night under Venus, you unbuttoned my shirt
a vague show of an old valentine act, this was no
upgrade from shorelines where we unwrapped
my bra and soaked your hand into my grasp and slipped out.
Ten miles from Carlin, a sheriff U-tumed,
— Where do you get one o f
Do you—fast
goin? Yeah you-turn Highway 93
and remember Nevada law says...
Sharkskin pants and thigh-high boots walked
a slow vaudeville across the roadside diner.
You said slow down, you vixen. We aren that far
from Utah. I drank three seven and sevens.
Up 93, a snake crossed the side of the road. Keeping
straight, I think you saw it too. It must have been out
the comer of your eye, where the land passes by so
quickly, it becomes a moving blur even the Ducati
can’t catch.

thes?

